
chocolate-covered subcategories. 
Along those lines, Turgut reported, “Some items 

that the Exchange launched this year that found a 
place on our planograms or are being re-bought are 
Hershey Kisses Deluxe; Lindt Bites; Flipz Birthday 
Cake-covered pretzels; M&M’s Flavor Vote winner 
Coffee Nut (see E and C News August 2016); Reese’s 
White Mini Cups; Reese’s Sticks Minis; Kit Kat 
White Minis and Awake Caffeinated Chocolate.”

Leading into the holiday season, Turgut said 
AAFES is adding a standalone six-week book fo-
cused on seasonal food and candy. “We also have 
key vendors supporting fourth-quarter promotions 
to drive holiday traffic and sales,” she noted.

—E and C NEWS

D iana Turgut, the Army & Air Force 
Exchange Service (AAFES) everyday 
candy buyer, told E and C News that 

keeping up with trends covering every-
thing from flavor profiles to packaging is 
a characteristic of the candy business that 
has taken on added significance recently.

With fiscal 2016 sales through Aug. 
26 of everyday candy falling 2.5 per-
cent to the prior year — influenced by 
such factors as troop reductions and cost 
increases among commodities such as 
cocoa, sugar and nuts — Turgut is espe-
cially sensitive to pricing for Exchange customers. 
Not only this, but staying on top of new packaging 
releases is directly linked to keeping stores in stock, 
as new SKUs replace phased-out items.

“The cost increases have increased the cost of a 
lot of chocolate items over the last year,” she said. 
“Initially, those types of cost increases create in-
flated sales, but those eventually level off, and the 
industry shows that customers are taking note of 
the cost increase.” 

Gum is down 3.5 percent to the prior year, “which 
is in line with our everyday candy trend,” Turgut noted. 
“Gum growth has been a challenge for the industry 
overall. The younger generation is not as interested in 
gum because they are busy with their phones. Gum 
companies realize this and have targeted marketing 
specifically towards teens. The suppliers really see 
the payoff in marketing on TV and in social media.”

CANDY TRENDS:
• PACKAGING 
“Keeping up with packaging is pushed by the 

industry,” Turgut noted. Manufacturers “gradually 
phase out old packages and bring in the new on 
target dates, and the top vendors all seem to make 
similar changes at the same time,” she explained. 
“If you don’t keep up, you won’t have product to 
sell, so I would say it’s important.”  

It appears that stand-up pouches — one of the 
latest packaging trends — are here to stay. “Top 
manufacturers will be transitioning their laydown bags 
to stand-up bags starting in late 2016 and continu-
ing all the way through 2018,” Turgut noted. “This 
allows the product to stand out more on the shelf 
for the consumers and benefits the retailer with less 
inventory carrying cost. The candy aisle of the future 
could potentially be devoid of any laydown bags.”

However, Turgut also said that “on the customer 
decision tree,” pack type ranks lower in making the 
purchase decision than taste. “Flavor ranks very 
high to the customer making a decision,” she ex-
plained. “When shopping chocolate for instance, 
patrons will first look for milk, dark or other — for 
instance, white or cookies and crème — followed by 

flavor sub-segments such as plain, nuts, 
peanut butter, caramel, wafer, etc. In 
confection, a variety of flavors is key.”

• PREMIUM CHOCOLATE
In spite of troop reductions, cost 

increases, and other factors, one long-
time trend that has continued in AAFES 
stores is the popularity of premium 
chocolate. “The category continues 
to grow every year and will continue 
to grow as customers have not stopped 
treating themselves,” Turgut explained.

The buyer said that other trends that 
have enjoyed popularity in Exchange stores include 
dark chocolate, “which after chocolate with fruit, is 
showing the biggest growth,” and milk chocolate, 
“which is still the biggest piece of the pie.”

• SHAREABLE CANDY
“Shareable candy,” or smaller candy that can 

be shared by one person with another, is a popular 
trend, and puts minis and bite-size versions of popu-
lar candy in the spotlight. “Shareable candy is still 
projected to grow for at least a few years to come,” 
Turgut noted, adding that king and standard sizes 
remain popular with Exchange customers.

“Thirty to 35 percent of our customers purchase 
king size only, while 40 to 45 percent purchase king- 
and standard-size candy,” she said. “Twenty-five to 30 
percent of our customers purchase standard size only.”

• NON-CHOCOLATE CANDY
Non-chocolate chewy candy is an area that has 

recently enjoyed considerable innovation. Manufac-
turers always seem to have what Turgut called “fun 
updates” in the non-chocolate chewy area.

In non-chocolate candy, “Customers shop by 
flavor segment, then form — chewy, gummy, and 
hard — and finally brand,” Turgut explained. “A 
popular flavor segment is sour, and caramel and 
licorice flavor segments are growing.”

Among them are Starburst Gummies, which Turgut 
said, “won a confection innovation award this year, 
and has found a home online and will be coming 
soon to our front-end assortment.”

Other non-chocolate chewy candy varieties that 
Turgut feels have a lot of potential are Bean Boozled 
and Albanese gummies. These, she explained,  are 
“non-chocolate items that were bought as one-time 
buys and are finding a place in the everyday as-
sortment.” Also the buyer mentioned Haribo Twin 
Snakes as “a fun item that combines fruit-flavored 
gummies and sour gummies in one piece.” 

• CHOCOLATE/COVERED
 Flavor, texture and format innovation have 

also garnered patron interest in the chocolate and 

‘KEEPING UP’
AAFES Top-Selling Everyday Candy
YTD Fiscal 2016 by Dollar Volume

CANDY ITEM  SALES
  1) Mars Snickers (single bar)               $906,339
  2) Hershey’s Reese’s Peanut Butter Cup
        (king size)                              $575,423
  3) Mars Snickers (king-size bar)             $335,857
  4) Mars M&M’s Peanut (single)            $320,207
  5) Mars M&M’s with Peanuts (king size)   $297,266
  6) Wrigley 5 Gum Plen-T-Pak             $282,437
  7) Haribo Gold Bears (5 oz )               $272,498 
  8) Mars Twix (king-size bar)                $247,005
  9) Wrigley 5 Gum Rain Plen-T-Pak         $244,803
10) Hershey’s Reese’s Peanut Butter Cup   $240,155
11) Perfetti Van Melle Mentos Mixed Fruit
        (1 32-oz  single)                        $233,065
12) Hershey’s Kit Kat (king-size bar)          $227,165
13) Wrigley Extra Polar Ice Gum (slim pack) $185,288
14) Nestlé Kit Kat (imported)                $184,666
15) Hershey’s Reese’s Fast Break (2 oz )     $182,241
16) Mars Twix (single bar)                   $173,650
17) Wrigley Doublemint Gum (slim pack)   $172,050
18) Patriot’s Choice Gummy Bears         $163,846
19) Hershey’s Cookies ‘N’ Creme Bar       $159,597
20) Hershey’s Strawberry Twizzlers         $158,931
21) Patriot’s Choice Sour Neon Worms     $156,958
22) Patriot’s Choice Peach Rings           $154,349
23) Wrigley 5 Prism Gum (10-count)        $149,245
24) Patriot’s Choice Gummy Worms        $148,308
25) Perfetti Van Melle Airheads
        (6 bars, 8/18-count)                     $144,729

Note: Sales through Aug, 26, 2016.
Source: AAFES

Turgut

Stand-up candy pouches — like 
these featured at Fort Hood, Texas 
— are among the latest packaging 
trends found in the candy aisle 
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